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I. Background and Introduction

The financial crisis currently gripping African universities

has been cause for concern for quite some time now. Recently, ECA

within the framework of SAPAM Project and the AAU organized a

Senior Policy Workshop in Accra devoted to theme of Resource

Mobilization and Financing of African Universities as a modest

response to addressing this prevailing concern. The workshop

helped to highlight the magnitude and seriousness of the financial

crisis facing African universities. The discussions at the

workshop revealed that there were other closely interlinked

problems that needed to be addressed in order to relieve African

universities from the many problems facing them.

Among the problems faced by African Universities as a result

of the economic crisis, the participants emphasized those relating

to staff retention; the need to ease the financial burden of an

already outstretched capacity of public universities by seriously

considering the possible role of private universities in this

regard; and the need for a realistic cost sharing scheme

appropriate for Africa. There is a common trend that runs through

all three problems, namely; devising financial arrangements that

permit universities to play their role in societies.
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Aware of the need to develop indigenous teaching and research

staff, African universities had embarked upon systematic staff

development programmes. Bright and promising graduates were sent

abroad to prepare for teaching careers. The strategy was meant to

lessen dependency on expatriate staff and prepare teaching and

research staff with thorough knowledge of the local milieu thereby

making the education in the respective universities relevant and

useful. But such noble efforts have been undermined by the

universities' inability to retain staff in their employment by

providing them with an attractive package of incentives.

Universities in many African countries have lost some of their best

talents to international organizations, higher learning

institutions and other better paying government agencies and the

private sector.

Among the more common causes attributed to the loss of staff

are salaries that do not reflect the true cost of living;

dissatisfaction with other conditions of service, especially with

regards to loans and accommodation; erosion of academic freedom;

exasperation with the apparent subordination of teaching and

research to administrative and political concerns; excessively high

teaching loads and poor research facilities, and the lack of an

enabling political and economic environment on the national unit in

general.
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Needless to state, unless the problem of staff turnover is

arrested, the quality of education in African universities will

continue to deteriorate.

In many African countries, universities are unable to absorb

the high school graduates that qualify for admission to

universities. Demand for university education has continued to

exceed supply. Public universities have overstretched their

capacities and they seem to be in no position to accommodate the

increasing demand. This development is giving rise to a serious

debate whether private universities should not be encouraged to

relieve the public universities by absorbing those who qualify for

admission but are capable of bearing the cost of education. This

will help to ease the burden on Public universities by diverting

those who can afford to pay to the private universities, thereby

enabling the public universities to take care of the needy ones.

While it is admitted that the use of private universities can give

rise to problems of equity, it is nevertheless felt that the

complementary role which private universities could play in

providing higher education should be seriously explored. Indeed,

there seems to be a contradiction between the current practice

where African governments retain the role of the sole provider of

university education, on the one hand, and their equally obvious

claim that they cannot put more resources for financing higher

education, on the other.
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Another problem of concern in higher education in Africa is

the increasing cost of university education and the universities'

inability to cover the cost in the face of the austerity measures

introduced by governments leading to cuts in social expenditure.

This development has pushed some governments to take measures aimed

at sharing the cost of education. In some cases promising

beginnings have been made. In other cases, it has given rise to

public outcry resulting in the discontinuation of the measures

introduced. With African governments' ability to fully assume the

burden of higher education in the future considered unlikely, the

limits and possibilities of cost sharing have to be seriously

explored and appropriate strategies designed. Examining the

experiences of those countries that experimented with the cost

sharing measure with some degree of success and those that did not

quite make it would provide useful lessons for countries that may

consider launching such schemes in the future.

II- Objectives of the Workshop

This workshop is a response to the increasing concern that has

been expressed with regard to the three aforementioned areas. The

objectives of the workshop are thus:

(i) To examine the problems pertaining to staff

retention in the universities and to propose

measures for coping with the rising exodus of

teaching and research staff.

(ii) To explore the role private universities can play

in meeting demand for higher education in light of

the overstretched capacities of public universities

which have come under further financial pressure as
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a result of austerity measures taken by their

respective governments- In particular, the workshop

aims at examining the lessons that can be learnt

from the few private universities that exist in a

few African countries. What lessons and role can

private universities play in the 1990s and beyond?

(iii) Given the limitations of domestic resources and

continuing external pressure for introducing cost

recovery schemes, what are the potential and limits

of such schemes?

III. Participants

The workshop will be attended by Vice-chancellors, Deputy

Vice-chancellors and development and planning officers as well as

representatives from government agencies involved in allocation of

resources to higher education. Each representative from the

participating universities will be required to prepare a 10-15

pages brief of his/her university's experiences and views on staff

retention and cost sharing. These papers will supplement those to

be commissioned in for the sub-themes listed below.

IV. Sub-themes to be Covered

The following overview papers will be presented in the

workshop:

(i) Staff retention in African universities: Current
reality, prospects and problems.

(ii) The Private University in Africa: What lessons and

role in the 1990s and beyond.

(iii) Cost recovery schemes for African Universities:

Opportunities and Limitations.



V. Financing of the Workshop

The workshop will be financed by ECA/SAPAM. ECA/SAPAM will
cover the cost of air fare and DSA of participants.

VI. Language of the Workshop

The workshop will be conducted in English.

VII. Time and Venue of the Workshop

The Workshop will be held in Mbabane, Swaziland, from 25 to 29
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VIII.
Further information on the workshop may be obtained from

the Chief

Public Administration, Human Resources and
Social Development Division

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)
P.O.Box 3001

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Telex No. 21029

Fax No. 251-1-514416


